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Abstract, For a Petri net N and a marking M, let R,(M) be the set of markings reachable from 
M and let CN(M) be the set of markings M’ such that M’ E R,(M) and M E RN(M’). Then 
G(M) is 2 strongly connected component of R,,,(M) to which M belongs. If R,(M) = CN (M), 
then N is said to be M-reversible, and if N is M-reversible for every marking M, then N is said to 
be reversible. In this paper the following results are presented. (1) C&(M) is semilinear and 
therefo e it is decidable whether (i) M’E CN(M), (ii) C,(M) is a finite set, (iii) G,(M) C 
CN.(MP), and (iv) given two markings M and M’ such that M B M’, there is a nonnegative integer 
k such that M + k (M - M’) E R, (M’). (2) It is decidable whether (i) N is M-reversible or not, 
and (ii) N is reversible or not. !3) Given a Petri net N and a marking M, we can construct an 
M-reversible Petri net N’ such that CN(M) = RN.(M). (4) The equality problem for the sets of all 
firing sequences qf an M-reversible Petri net N and an M’-reversible Petri net N’ is decidable. 
And some rel tred problems are discussed. 
Petri nets were first introduced by Petri, and subsequently studied by Karp and 
Miller [HI, Keller [14], Peterson and Bredt [US], Hack [7,8,9] and others [ 10, 171 in 
varying contexts. The Petri net model is a formal model suitable for representing 
concurrent processes that use the synchronization primitives P, V or its generaliza- 
tions. Vector addition systems [11] cs;n be represented as Petri nets. 
For a Petri net N and a mar ing M, let RN(M) be the set e>f markin 
from ra/r, let CN(iW) be the set of markings 1M’ such that IM’E 
1M E RN (Wj, and let T(N, ) be the set c*f all firing se tuences starting at !J. Then 
C&U) is a strongly connected component of which /U belcngs. 
R,,,(M) = &(M), then Petri net N is said -reversible or strong 
+ Ths paper is ba e authors’ papers 13, 131, excwt for Section 6. 
This kvork wa.s upported in part by the National Science Fc!;rrdation under Grant No. 6533362 and 
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connected,_ If N is M-reversible for every marking M, then Petri net N is said to be 
reversible. 
in this paper, we &ow the following results in Theorems 3.22 through 6.11. 
(1) A sufficient condition for reachability is presented and it is decidable whether 
this condition holds or not. 
(2) CN (M) is semilinear and a Presburger formula 1’ on the set of markings uch 
that P(M’) is true if and only if &Z’ E CN (M) can be obtained effectively. Therefore 
it is decidable whether (i) a given marking M’ belongs to C,(M), (ii:) &(M) is a 
finite set, (iii) C&(M) z GJM‘), (iv) G(M) = G(M’), and (v) for two given 
markings M and W such that JW 3 M’, there is a nonnegative integer k such that 
M + k(M - M’) E RN (Ml). 
(3) Given a Petri net N (and a marking M, it is decidable whether N is 
M-reversible or not. Furthermore, the deci.sion problems (i) through (v) above for 
M-reversible Petri nets are also decidable. 
(4) Given a Petri net N and a marking M, we can construct an M-reversible Petri 
net N’ such that CN (M) = RNI(M). 
(5) It is decidable whether a given Petri net is reversible or not. 
(6) Given an M-reversible l?,otr! net N and an M’-reversible Petri net N’, it is 
decidable whether TQN, M) = T(N’, M’) or not. Furthermore, the equality prob- 
lem for the sets of firing sequences from M and M’ to Presburger sets A and A’ in 
N and N’, respectively, is also decidable. 
(‘7) Given an M-reversible Petri net N, an M’-irreducible’ Petri net N’ such that 
T(N, M) = T(N’, M’) can be obtained effectively. 
Three approaches to derz!ing with deadlocks among requestors and generators of 
resources in a system have been considered: (i) prevention, (ii) detection and 
recovery, and (iii) avoidance. Suppose that a concurrent system is represented as a 
Petri net N with an initial marking M which represents an initial safe state of the 
system. Deadlocks are said to be prevented in the system if and only if Petri net N 
is ./U-reversible. Hence it follows from the result (3) above that the deadlock. 
prevention problem in this sense is decidable. Deadlocks are said to be avoided in 
the system if and only if actions can be chosen in such a way that only markings in 
CL(M) arle reachable. Then it follows from the result (2) above that the deadlock 
avoidance problem in this sense is decidable. Furthermore, the result (4) above 
shows that a Petri net in which deadlocks are prevented and which has the same 
reachability set as that of a given deadlock-avoiding system can be constructed. 
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A Petri net N = (fl, 2, F, B) consists of the following: 
’ et of places, I7 = {r,, r2, . . . , t ,II,}, 
(2) a finite set of transitions, C = {t,, tz, . . . , tlx,} disjoint from L!, 
(3) a forkwards incidence function F, which is a mapping from 2 to 
(4) a backwards incidence function B, which is a mapping from C t 
A marking M is a mapping from n to N and represented by a 1 II (-dimensional 
vector whose ith component, which is denoted by Mi, is M(ri). The ith components 
of F(t) and B(t) are denoted by E(t) (or F(ri,t)) and Bi(t) (or B(t, rl)), 
respectively. A transition t is said to be firable at marking M if and only if 
M 2 F(t). A firing of transition t leads to marking M’ = M - F(t) + E(t) and we 
write M &M’. 
Definition 2.2. A firing sequence from marking M to marking AI’ is a string CT! 
defined recursively as follows: 
where CT E 2 * and t E C. For the empty string A, we detine ha --4K2 
Definition 2.3. A marking M’ is said to be reachable from marking M if there is a 
firing sequence CT such that M +aM’. If M’ is reachable from M, then we write 
M +* M’. 
Definition 2. or a Petri net N = (17,& F, B) and a marking M, we define the 
reachability set R,,,(M) as follows: 
Rx(M)={M)(M-T*Mlin N}, 
which is the set of markings reachable from M. 
nt con ility 
Associated with a Petri net, a graph c ed a coverability graph wi 1 be defined in an 
aeralogous fvay to the tree defined by rp and Miller [ 111. Let o be a symbol sue 
that, if 12 is an integer, then n < o and it + ~1) = O. A quasi-marking is 
a name of transition. 
a e cove 
2 2” denotes 
length is zero. 
e set of all strings composed of symbols of 2 including the emPt1 string A whose 
(1) The root node z1 R is ?abelled a, which is an unmarked node initially. (Note 
that “marked” is diifferent from “labelled”.) 
(2) For ~:ach unmarked node v labeliled do the following operation, after 
which mark the node V. or each transition t such that 
node t? (possibly equal to v) labelled ’ on an elementary pat 
en write an arc labelled t from v to v’. 
(ii) Otherwise, make a node 2s” 1abelle:d M” and write an arc labelled t from v to 
” is determined as follows. If there is a node v”’ (possibly equal to v) 
ch that M’> M”’ on an elementary path from vti to v, then let 
h4’: = 0 for every i such that M:> M’!: and M:’ = M: for other i. Otherwise, let 
0l = I . 
(3) Repeat the process (2) until there remains no unmarked node. 
The procedure above terminates in a finite number of steps by a similar argument 
to the on2 used in [ll] based on Kiinig’s theorem [15]. For simplicity, let 
G(a) = GN (Ai). 
Let v be a node labelled M in a subgraph G of G(a). For a node 
v’ labelle(j M’, v and A! are said to cover u’ and M’ if Mi = M: for every i such that 
Mi# a. The component i such that Mi = o is said to be an w-component. 
Let ~1 be a path in a subgraph G of G(a) and I@) denote the 
sequence of labels of arcs in Q. H,et Z(Q) = tilti 0 l l tire We define p(a) and p*(ar 
follows: 
Let T be ; tre minimum value of all the components of vectors p *(&I), 
fp “(gi,ti,), l l 0 7 tilti, ’ * l ti,_l) and p *(tii ti, l 0 9 ti,_, ti,). ne p(a) as follows: 
ing 
by definition. 
the fo I-oposi 8o 
ath is eltimentary if it does not meet the same node twice. 
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CG a node vi that covers v2. 
then there is a path la~ell~ any node that 
Let cy be a path from a node v labelled to a node v’. en, vr 
a marking is covered [by 
where ii = 0 if Li 
a label of the node v’. 
o either Li + P,(CY) or o 
bus L’ covers L + p(a). If Li# m, then 
Li. If Li = O, the ence by the definitior\.k of G( 
ssition 3.X If there is u pnth from a node v to a node v’ and v and v’ have the 
same label, then v = v’. 
We will use the followin edicates P9 
denotes a subgmph of G 
citify or an arc b of G from a node v to a node v’, 
to be true if a& only if there is a path cy in G from node v’ t 
such that p(b) + p(a) = 0. C&(G) is defined to be true if and only if 
true for every arc b of 6. Suppose that (G) is true. For eat 
& to a node V; in 6, choose one p from the node v: 
such that p(b)-+- p(pb) = 0 an 
4 i: is called “hurdle” in 17, 9 
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(1) PWP- PW = 0. 
(2) For any marking A4 covered by the node v, if M +‘@) M’ in N, then 
M” + p _#P’) M + E? in N, where R is defined as follows: 
il?i = H(G) if Li = O, 
@j =o if Li # 0. 
Proof. By induction on the length n of path p, we will prove the conditions (1) and 
(2). By Proposition J.6, the definition of H(G) and the fact that Q.,(G) is true. the 
case of n = 1 is true. Suppose that the case of n = j is true, and consider the case of 
n = j -I- 1. Let @b be a path of length n such that path p goes from a node v to a 
node uI and arc b goes from the node v1 to a node v’ labelled L. Since O.,,(G, b) is 
true, there is a path /3’ from the node o’ to a node v2 covering vl such that 
p(b) + p(p’) = 0. Since R 2 p (0’) for every o-component i of L, it holds that 
M’+B +I(@‘) M’ + p if M’ Lltb) M”. By the induction hypothesis and Proposition 
3.4, there is a path p” from the node vz to a node v” covering v such that 
p #I) + p(p’) = 0, and it holds that M’ -+- a + Q’~“) A4+ r? if A4 +‘(@) M’. Thus there 
is a path @‘p” from the node v’ to the node v” such that p(pb)+ p(p’p”) = 0, that 
is, condition (1) holds. Furthermore, if M + WJ) M”, then M” + 6i -+‘(@‘@“) A4 +I?. 
Tkat is, condition (2) holds. Cl 
Definition 3.11. For two markings M and n/r’ and two nodes v and v’ in G, 
Qp (G, v, M, II’, R/I’) is defined to be true if and only if (1) nodes v and 1.9 cover 
markings M and M’, respectively, and (2) there is a path cy in G from the node v to 
the node U’ such that IL2 + ~(a; = M’. 
efinition 3.12. For a quasi-marking L and a positive integer K, let A (L, K) be the 
set of markings A4 such that Mi > K for every w-component i of L and Mi = Li for 
other i. 
efinition 3.13. For a marking M and nodes v and v’ in G, QF;,, (6, v, M, PI’) is 
defined to be true if and only if (1) node u covers marking M and (2) for any 
positive integer K there is a path ar from the node v to the node C’ labelled L in C 
such that M-+‘(*) M’ in N and WE A (L, K). 
For a marking M and nodes v and o’ in 
defined to be true if and only if (1) node v covers marking 
positive integer M there is a path a from the node v’ labelled L to the node v in 
such that M’-+‘(a) in N and ‘EA(L,K). 
efinition 3.16. For a sequence 
component is the number of o 
DefinitiorP 
s is wlil, a Bresbu t is s . 
where pi (a ) ~e~ofe~ fhe corn 
arikh’s therem 15, 1 the set Da = ( 
a E 27, p&x) = 
Da is a f’%esburger set. Thus, so is 
Lemma 3.19. (1) Given a subgraph ofG( 
(2) Gr’uen a subgraph G of G(M) an 
formula fu..O on N”” x N”” srach that P,. @A 
rtd M’ can be found effectively 
and nodes v and v’ it is decidable whe 
be the set of paths 
true or not. Therefore it is 
D(v, t”) 1s a Presburger set. 
* Suppose that G is a U-W ir i 
-’ The family of Presburger sets is closed under union, j~~~~sec~i~~ and co 
the label sequence of a path frlarn node I) to node 2)’ in G}. Then we will show that 
Q,(G, 21, M, v’) is true if and only if there is a path from the root node to a node 
labelled L in G(M’) whlose la.be; sequence belongs to E. 
Suppose that such a p.ath cy exists in G(M). Let p be the path from node o to 
node II’ in G whose label sequence is I(a). Let v2 be the first node on QI! whose label 
I/’ has w-components. Then, there exists a node t‘l on cy whose label L’ is covered 
properly by L”. Let (Y~ be the part of by from the root node to the node rzl and a2 be 
that of ar from the node ol to the node 0,. Let PI and p2 be the parts of p such that 
2(pt) = Z(LYJ and 1(p2) = Z((Y& Since v covers the label M of the root node of 
G(M) and G is a u-subgraph of G(a), the label of the initial node II: of p2 covers 
L’ and that of the terminaE node z$ of /32 covers L “. Since L’ C L “, u: and t\: have 
the same label L’” by the definition of u -subgraph and by Proposition 3.7 tf : = vi. 
‘Then, for any positive integer K, there exists a marking M’ such that 
~w*ww,)~K +I M - &I’ and M’E A(L”, K). 
By repeating the same argument, we can show that QFo(G, v, M, v’) is true. 
Assume that QFi, (G, v, MF v’) is true. Let 13 be the Xiliaxii%lum of non o- 
component:; of all the lab& of G(M). Then there exists a path p with label 
sequence CT in G from noide v to node v’ such that M +O M’, M: > K for every i 
such that Ei == o, and M: = Idi, for other i. By Proposition 3.5, there is a path a with 
label sequence a from the root node to a node v” covering M’ in G(M). Let L’ be 
the label of v”. Then L’ 2 L by the definition of I?. On the other hand, since ar and 
p have the same label sequence and the label of v covg:rs the label M of the root 
node of G(M), we have that L’ # L. Hence, L = L’. 0 
The decidabilit;y of QflU( G, v, M, v ‘) is shown from the decidability of 
QFU(G, tr, M, u’) on the reversed Petri net6 of IV. 
Lemma 3.21[, If QFJG, v, Al, v) and Qp (G, v, M, v ‘, M’) are true for a zhsubgraph 
G of G(a), then QFw ( G9 v, .M, v’) is true. 
Si Ice Qp(G, v, M, v’., M’) is true, there is a path /3 from node v labelled 
) to node v’ labelled .ec (M’) such that M + p(p) = M’, by the definition of 
u -subgraph. Since O,( G, v, M, v) is true, for any given K there is a path cu from 
ri: node v to itself such that M+‘(a) M” and MN EE A (La ( 
fd10ws from Proposition 3.6 that ,~t’~-+‘~B) .W” and M”’ E 
fore QFa (G, v, MY v’) is true. 0 
From the lemmas above, we have the following theorem which provides a 
s t cclrg opinion for reachability . 
’ See Appendix Em the dekition of werserE Petri net. 
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TImrem 3.22. For a u-subgraph G of G(a) and two markings M and M’, if there 
exist nodes u and v’ in G such that Qz (G), Qp (G, v, M, v’, M’), QF,(G, v, M, v) and 
QBo(G, v’, M’, v’) are true, then M’ is reachable from M in Petri net AT. 
Proof. Let T be the largest component of M’. Since QP(G, z.+ M, v’, M’) is true, 
there is a path cy from the node v labelled Lo (M) to the node v’ labelled Lo (M’) in 
G such that 
M + p(a) = M’. (1) 
Since Q,(G, v, M, v) and QP(G, v, M, c’, M’) are true, QFJG, v, M, v’) is true by 
Lemma 3.21. Therefore there is a path cyl from node v to node v’ in G such that 
M 
l(L$ 
B M”, (2) 
and M” belongs to A (Lo (M’), H(G) + T) where H(G) is defined in Definition 3.8. 
By the definition of T, 
M”z M’+ fi, (3) 
where fi is the marking such that if Lo (M’), = o, then R’ = H(G) and otherwise 
1z =o. 
By Lemma 3.10, there is a path GY: from node v’ to node v such that 
By eq. (I), (2) snd (4) we haye that 
M’+~(cY:cY)= M+p(a,)+p(a,;)+p(tr) 
= M-+&X) 
= M’. (5) 
Since QBJG, v’, M’, v’) is true, there is a path p from node v’ to itself such that 
f(O) 
M”’ - M’, (6) 
where M”’ belongs to A (Lc (M’), T-t p( a:&)). By Lemma 3.10, there is a path p’ 
from nodqe v’ to itself such that p(s)+ p(p’) = 0. By eq. (6) and Lemma 3.10, it 
holds th21 t M’ + I? +I@‘) M”‘-t I?. By eq. (3), we have that 
Since #I” belongs to A ( Lc (M’), T + p ( _ a [a)), it forllows from eq. (5) an roposi- 
tion 3.6 th’at 
By eq. (2) (7) (8) and (6), M’ is reachable from ,W. 0 
t~~ng~y connect 
For a Petri net N and a marking M, we define the strongly 
connected component CN (M) as follows: 
CN(M) = {M’( M’E RN(M) and M E RN(Mt)}. 
iti~n 2, Let PC(./@) be the set of paths Q! from the root node ~ti of G(a) 
such that AT -+‘(a ) M and M E CN(M). Let UT(a) be the set of labels L such that 
the terminzf no+ of a path in PC@) is labelled L. 
3. There is a subset X(a) of {1,2,. . . ,I I7 1) satisfying the following 
condi%ms. For any L in LC(I@), (1) Li # o for i E K(a) and (2) there is a label L’ 
in LC(IG) such that L: = Li for i E I@) and L: = o for other i, 
roof. Let L’ and L” be the labels of the terminal nodes u1 and o2 of paths as1 and 
cy2 in PC(fi), repectively . . 
(I) We will prove that there is a label L in LC(fi) such that L covers L’ and 
Li = o for every i such that L’i = w. By assumption, it holds that li?+‘call M, 
ME &(a), %&‘(~~M’ and M’E C,(Q). Since M’ belongs to &(a), by 
Proposition 3.5 there is a path ar: from the node v2 to a node v3 covering the root 
node u.;i of G(I@)‘such that M’*‘(a’i * A?. By Proposition 3.4, there is a path cy3 with 
the same label sequence Z(cyJ from the node v3 to a node u covering vl such that 
fi erc* M. Let L be a label of the terminal node v of cy3. Since M belongs to 
&(I@), CY~CY& E PC@) and L E LC@). By Proposition 3.3 and the fact that v 
covers vl, we have that L covers L’ and Li = cr) for every i such that L’i = o. 
(2) Let IC(A?) = fi f there is no label L in LC(fi) such that Li = o}. By (l), 
IC(I@) satisfies the conditions stated in this lemma. Cl 
For any label L in LC(fi) and any positive integer K, A(L, K) n 
) from the root node VR to a node u labelled L. 
and from Proposition 3.5 and the definition of P 
node covering vn;l in G( 
’ ot? the path cy such that 
e is a node vI between v 
label is covered by Lt. et cyl, cy2 and cy3 be t e consecutive part 
v2 to vut respectively. hat is, a = c)Lla@3. 
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and A-f: > K for every i such that L: = O. Therefore, 
- I(ala $+I) 
M-M’ 
I((aju’al)K+1u.,a3u’) - 
- M. 
That is, ’ E C&i%). Repeat the above discussion for every*.i such that Li = 
o# L:. Then we have that A (L, K) n C,,, (I’&) # 0. Cl 
S. For a subset I of {1,2,. . .) 1 Ii! I}, let G’(A?, I) denote the subgraph of 
) consisting of all the nodes labelled L such that Lif o for i E I and Li = o 
r other i, and all the arcs between them. 
Suppose that G’(Z@, I) has a node 6 covering A?. Let G(fi, is, I) be the maximal 
graph of G’(fi, I) which contains the node 8 and for which predicate Qz is true. 
Then G(G, C7 1) is constructed as follows. 
(1’) Initially let G be the graph consisting of the root node i? only. 
(2) If there ex?--: + m arc b in G’(&?, I)- G which goes from a node in G and for 
which & (G’(uY I), b) is true, then choose a path cy in G’(fi. I) such that 
p(b) + pd..; = 0 and add those arcs and nodes on a! which are not in G to new G. 
Obviously & ( ) is true, and for any node in G there is a path from node u’ to the 
node. 
(3) If either G is equal to G’(A?, I) or QZ (G’(M, I), b) is not true for every arc b 
that goes from a node in G and is not contained in 6, then it is easy to show that G 
is equal to C(U, ii, I). 
By definition, G’(M, 1) and G(M, v, I) are u-subgraphs. 
For a marking A4 and a subset 1 of {i, 2,. . . , /I7 I}, let M[I] denote the 
quasi-marking such that M[I]i = Mi for i E I and M[I]i = o for i $Z I. 
Lemma 4.5. a-c is a node va labelled fi[K(a)] in G(a) which satisfies the 
following properties. Let G = G(@ vo, K(a)). 
(i) If fi +“M -3O’ I@ in ZV, then there is a path in G with label sequence cr 
from node vO lo ode v covering M, that is, Qp (6, vO, is true. 
(ii) QW (G, uO, 
(iii) For any M E CN (fi), there exists a node v i 
true. 
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covering JG in G(a). By Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 4.3, all the nodes on path Pp’ 
are in G’(@, IC(Q)). By Proposition 3.7, v” = vo. If there is an arc on the path p 
which is not contained in G, then let b be the first such arc and let p = p&&. Since 
fi -+f@:) M”+f(b) M”‘df@) M +f(p’) a, Qz (G’(@ K(a)), b) is true, which is a 
contradiction. Thus the path 6 is in G. 
(ii) Since A (Lc (A%), K) f7 CN (a) # 8 for any positive integer K by Lemma 4.4, 
there is a firing sequence o such that fi +“M -# fi and I’M E A (Lc (I@), K). 
Since M is covered by Lo (I@), it follows from the proof of (i) and Proposition 3. 
that Q,,, (G, wo,.I@ vo) is true. 
(iii) By (i), (ii) and Lemma 3.21, there exists a node in G such that 
QFo (G, vo, I@ v) is true. That is, there is a path ‘y from node v. to node v such that 
.i\31 _+I M’ and M’ k A(LG (M), K) n CN(I@). Since M and MC belong to C,,@), 
it holds that M“ +* G +“M +- G +f(y) M’. Since M’ is covered by Lo (M), 
QW(G, v, M, v) is true by the proof of (i). 0 
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that a subset I of {1,2,. . . ,I I7 I} satisfies the following 
conditions. (i) ‘Iere is a node v labelled I@[11 in G(a) such that 
O,(G(i@, v, I), v, a, v) is true. (ii) For every proper subset I’ of I, there is no node v’ 
labelled I@[L’] in G(Q) such that Q,,(G(fi$ v’? I’), v’, I@, v’) is false. Then I = 
K(G). 
Proof. From Lemma 4.6 and condition (ii), it follows that 
IC(A2)L 1. (9) 
For simplicity, let G = G(&?, v, I). Since QFW(G, v, I@, v) is true, for any K 2 
max l<j=zlfil! *ai,there is a path ar in G from node v to itself such that I@ +‘(%I and 
M E A (L, (I’@), K). Hence C&(G, o, I@, v, M) is true. Since Qz (G) is true, 
Qp(G, v, M, v, I@) is true. Since QFW is monotone and M Z= a, Q&G, v, M, v) is 
true. Therefore M +* u by Theorem 3.22. That is, A (Lc (I@), K) n C&) #0. 
Thus any i in {1,2,...,IIIi}-I cannot belong to K(M). That is, IC(fi) c I. By 
eq. (Sj, XC(n) = I. Cl 
It follows from Lemmas 3.20 and 4.7 that K(a) can be obtained effectively. 
Given a marking Ir?, a subset I of {1,2, . . *, 1 Lf I>, a node u’ IabeIkd 
M[L] in G(a) and a node v in G(fi, O, I), a Presburger forrnuZa PW,U on 
that PO. v (M) = Q, (G (a, 6, I), v, M., v) for every nzarking M cab be found effectively. 
roof 1~ presented in Appendix. 
For a Petri net N and a marking 
and on!;* if;here is a node fi labelled a[IC(fi 
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in G(m) such that Qp(G,i@,v, M), Qu(G,i#, 6) and Qm(G, v, M,v) are true, 
where G = G (I@, O, IC(ti)). 
Proof. The necessity follows from Lemma 4.6. ISufficiency: Since Qz (G) is t&e, 
QP(G, v, M, a9 fi) is true. Therefore M belongs to C& I@) by Theorem 3.22. 
From Lemmas 3.19, 4.8 and 4.9, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.10. Given a Petri net N and a marking 1\Tr, a Fresburger formula P,,,. ,Q on 
Ntnt such that P N. ,Q (M) is true if and only if M E CN (a) can be obtained effectively. 
Since a Presburger set is semilinear and it is Jxidablc whether 
formula is true or not, we have the following corollaries. 
Corollary 4.11. For a Petri net N and a markin,e 6%, CN(Aq) is semilinear. 
This car-ollary presents a sharp contrast o the fact that RN (fi) is not semilinear 
in general since the inclusion problem for reachability sets is undecidable [7,1 
Corollary 4.12. Given Petri nets N and N’ with the same number of places and given 
markings &? and A?‘, the following dec&v problems are decidable. 
(1) To decide whether a given marking M belong; to CM(Q) or not. 
(2) To dpcidc whether &(a) is a finite set or not. 
(3) To decide whether CN (a) C cN’(fi’) or not. 
(4) To decide whether CN (a) = CN’(fi’) or not. 
The reachability problem, which is the question to decide whether a given 
marking .W belongs to RN(a) or not, is an open problem’, bui the following 
problem is decidable. 
Corollary 4.13. Givelr a Petri net N and two markings A? and M such that M 2 
is decidable whether there is a nonnegative integer k such that M -t k (M - &?) E 
RN (fi)- 
. Ram a given Petri net N, we const uct a new Petri net II’ by adding a new 
transition t, for which F(t) = M - &% and B(t) = 0. Then, there is a nonnegasive 
intege E RN(a) if and only if M E 
(1) r a nonnegative integer k, the ) . 
Since 
’ It has I ecently (August 1976) bc en solved !~DECIDABLE) by 6. Sacerdote 
R. Tenney of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, MA 01002. 
of A .mherst College and 
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(2) Suppose that #-+c M in IV’. Let a = (~lf~~:!t l l l tyifcYj+l, where ai 
(1 s i s j + 1) does not contain t, and a’ = cyIcy2 l l l ajtXj+lt”. Then, since M 3 A?, it 
holds that I@ -+*’ M in N’, that is, 111 + j(M - I\;i) belongs to RN (a). 
By Theorem 4.10, it is decidable whether M belongs ho &(I@). c) 
5. Decidability of M-reverstbility an 
In this section, we will introduce two subclasses of Petri nets, called M-reversible 
Petri nets and reversible Petri nets, and will show that it is decidable whether a 
given Petri net n is M-reversible or not for a given marking M and +vhether a given 
Petri nlet IV is reversible or not. 
Definition 5.1. For a marking A$, a Petri net N is said to btl; M-reversible if the 
marking M is reachable from every marking M’ in RN(M). 
It follows from Definition 5.1 that C’,,, (M) = RN (M) for M-reversible Petri net IV. 
Hence we have the following corollary of Theorem 4.10. 
Corolllary 5.2. Given an M-reversible Petri set Iv and an M’-reversible Petri net IV’, 
RN(M) is semilinear and the follotving decision problems are decidable. 
(1) To decide whether a given marking M” belongs to RN(M) or not. 
(2) To decide whether RN (M) c RNV(M’) or not. 
(3) To decide whet!der RN (M) = R&U’) or not. 
The problem (1) above was first proved in [ 1.31. Note that the problems (2) and (3) 
above for general Petri nets are undecidable [I, 2, 7, 8, II]. 
Now, we will show that it is decidable whether a given Petri net N is 
M-reversibie or not for a givei marking M. If there are a transition t and two 
markings M’ and M” such that M”+AW’, M’ E CN (M) and M’ e CN (M), then Ati 
is not reachable from M”. Thus Petri net W is not M-reversible. Conversely, if 
there is no such marking, then G,(M) = RN(M), that is, Petri net N is M- 
reversible. Therefore Petri net N is M-reversible if and only if it holds that 
VM’E C,,,(M)[Vr E .Z{M’W(t)-b&I’-- F(t)+B(t)E C&(M)}]. 
Since the condition above can be represented, as a Presburger sentence by ‘%mxm 
;;.* 10, ve have the foliowing theorem. 
Given a Petri net Nand a marking it is decidable whether Petri rzet 
urthermore, the following theorem holds. 
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Given a Petri net N = (I?, 2, F, B) and a marking M, we can construct 
an M-reversible Petri net N’= (I7, X’, F’, B’) satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) There is a mapping $ from 2’ to C such that 
and 
E(*l/(t’)) s F’(t’) 
F(@(t’)) - B(+(t’)) = F’(t’) - B’(t’) r every t’ in 2’. 
(2) CL(M)= RN*(M). 
Let u denote a node labelled M[IC(M)] in G(M) ~atkf~ing the conditions 
of Lemma 4.6 and let G = G(M, v, K(M)). For every marking M’ reachable from 
M in IV, if there is a node v’ Iabelled M’[IC(M)] in G(M) such that 
QJG, v’, M’, v’) is true, then Petri net N is M-reversible by Lemma 4.9. Let 
S = {M’I there is a node v’ such that QW(G, v’, M’, v’) is true}. Since Q, is 
monotone with respect to the ifh component of M’ for i e K(M), let m(S) = 
{M”‘, M@), . . e 9 M”)}R, which can be obtained effectively by the proof of Lemma 4.8 
in Appendix, Then S = {M’/ V lsjs,(M’ 2 Mu’)}. For each transition t in 2, let 
tl, tz, . . . ) tr be transitions in 2’ such that $(tj) = t, F:(tj) = 
max(Fi(t). Fi(t) - Bi(t)+ My’) and B’(ti) =Z B(t) - F(t)+ F’(tj) for 1 s j < 1. We 
will show that such a Petri net Iv’ = (Z7, X’, F’, B’) satisfies the conditions (1) and 
(2) 
iy the construction of N’, the condition (1) holds. Let M’ be a marking in both 
CN(M) and R,,,#(M). For any transition t in 2, let M” be marking such that 
M’+‘M” in N. Then, M’ - F(t)+ B(t) = M’. If M” belongs to CN (M), then there 
is a node tf” such that QJG, v”, M”, v’) is true. Hence there is a marking M(j) in 
m(S) such that M” 2 M? Let +(tj) = t. M: - F:(tj) is equal to either M) - 5 (t) or 
M:- E(t)+ Bi(t)- My’ (= M’i)- My’). Since M’a F(t) and M”a M(j), we have 
that M’ 2 F’(tj), that is, M’J’M” in N. Therefore M” belongs to R,*(M). If M” 
does not belong to C&(M), then there is no marking M(j) in m(S) such that 
M” Z= M(? Then for each j (1~ j s I) there is a component i such that M’i C My’, 
that is, :- E(t)+ Bi(t)C M ?I. Thus Fi(t)G MI< E(t)- B,(t)+ Mj”, that is, 
M: c F:(t). Th erefore M” does not belong to &( ). Consequently, the condition 
(2) holds. Cl 
efinition 5.5. A Petri net N is said to be reversible if N is M-reversible for ever) 
marking Ai. 
. ’ It is decidable whether a given Petri net is reversible or not. 
* For a set S of markings, let m(S) denote the minimal subst:t of S such that for any markin;: M in S 
there is a marking ’ in m(S) wit ilar argument to the one used in [I 11 based on 
Kiinig’s theorem [15], m(S) is finite. 
‘) This theorem was first presented in [13]. 
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Pro& Let D(AQ be the set of transitions which are firable at a marking M. Let S 
be the minimal set of markings uclh that for any marking A4 there is a marking W 
in S such that D(M) := D(M’) and A4 3 M’. For a subset 2’ of 2, the set 
11)~ 1 D(M) = 1c’, A4 a 0) is a Presburger set. Hence S can be found effectively‘[5]. 
By a similar argument to the one used in fll] based on Konig’s theorem, S is finite. 
Petri net N is reversible if and only if N is M-reversible for every marking A4 in S. 
The necessity is obvicjus. 
SuBciency: Suppose that N is Ai-reversible for every marking M in S. For any 
two markings M” and W” such thar M”+‘M”‘, there are two markings M and Mp 
such that M -,rMlp ,,I’ 3 M 
M’-+*‘. Thus M”‘-+*M” 
reachable from any marking 
Thus this theorem foltolws 
and 114 E S. Since N is M-reversible, it holds that 
since M”‘a M’. Therefore every marking AI is 
IM’ in RN(M), that is, N is reversible. 
from Theorem 5.3. Cl 
6. Equality problem for the sets 0% firing seqarences of M-rwersible Petri nets 
In this section, we will show that the equality problem for thie sets of firing 
sequences of two M-reversible Petri nets ‘with the same set C of transitions is 
decidable and discuss some related decision problems. 
Definition 6.1, For a Petri net N and a marking I’@, the set of all firing sequences i
defined as follows. 
For Petri nets N = (IX Z., F, B) and N’ = (W, 2, F’, B’), let jj and p’ be mappings 
from C * to Z defined as follows: for any sequence c = ti,ki, l 0 l ti, in c”, 
/3’(O) = 2 (B ‘(ti,) - Ff(tij))e 
j=l 
For two Petri nets N’ cd two markings fi, I@‘, suppose that 
I) fit). Tlgen it ho that P’(U) 2 0 for any v in T(N, l@) such that 
oaf. Assume that the ith component of D’(G) is nega 
belongs to T(N, A?) z T(N’, .I#). On the other hand, 
y assumption, a@;+’ 
:(O at+l) 
us &@:+I does not belong to T(N’, .&a’). This is a contradiction. 
is negative. 
!J 
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Proof. By Lemma 6.2, p’(o) 20. Since N’ is lef’-reversible, there is a firing 
sequence 5 such that atr E T(N’, a’) = T(N, fi), iY(H) = 0 and p’(G) c 0. By 
Lemma 6.2, p(&) 30. Since p’(a) = 0 and c E TfN, fi), we have that p(e) 2 0 
and ~7 E T(N, Ii%). By Lemma 6.2, p”(5) 2 0. Hence p”(e) = 0. Therefore p’(a) = 
0. q 
Corollary 6.4. Suppose that T(N, I@) = T(N’, a’) f or an P:?-reversible Petri net N 
and an #-reversible Petri net N’. If h? +“M, a4’M in N and A?4O M’, 
#-,T M” in N’, then M’ = MN. 
Since N is I@-reversibIe, there is a firing sequence * such that M -+*M in 
N. B; Lemma 6.3, it holds that P’(D;) = p’(re) = 0. Therefore @‘(a) = p’(r), that 
is, M’ = M”. 0 
For two Petri nets N’= (W, 2, F’, S’) and N” = (W’, 2, F”, B”), we define the 
product Petri net N = (l7’ W W’, 2’, I?, B), which is denoted by N’ x N”, as follows. 
For a place r in W, let F(r, t) = F’(r, t) and B(t, r) = B’(t, r). For a place in W’, let 
F(r, t) = F”(r, t) and B(t, r) = B’(t, r). And a marking in the product Petri net 
N’ X N” is denoted by (M’, M”) for a marking M’ in N’ and a marking M” in N”. 
By definition, T( N’ x N”, (A?, I@“)) = T( N’, 0’) n T( N”, I@“). The following 
lemma is at] immediate consequence of Lemma 6.3 and thlr, fact. 
Lemma 6.5. Suppoe that T(N, Ii@ = T(N’, Ii?) f or an A&reversible Petri net N and 
an A?-reversible Petri net N’. Then the product Petri net N x IV’ is (I& I@‘)-reversible. 
heorem 6.6. Given an A?-reversible Petri net N and an &?-reversible Petri net N’, it 
is decidable esthether T(N, fi) = T(N’, I@‘) or not. 
eorem 5.3, it is decidable whether the product Petri net N x N’ is 
(n, #)-reversible or not. If N X N’ is not (A?, M’)-reversible, then 
T(N, fi) # TfN’, fi’) by Lemma 6.5. Assume that N x N’ is (0, @)-reversible. 
Then we will show that T(N, I@) = T(N’, a’) if and only if 
M 2 F(t) e M’a F’(t), (10) 
for any (M, %I ‘j in REIXh’((fi, a’)) and any transition t. Since the latter is 
represented hy a Presburger sentence, its truth is decidable. 
(3) Assume: &at T’(N, I%) = 
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B E T(N, I@) 13 T(N’, I@‘) = T(N X N’, (fi, a’)) and let I@ -+*M’ in N and 
l&-&W in N’. Since Pt E T(N, la), it holds that M 3 F(t). Thus M’ 3 F’(t), that 
is, Pt E T(N’, Ii@). This is a contradiction. c5 
Let l4 and A ’ be Presburger sets of 1 I7 I-dimensional space and 1 WI-dimensional 
space, resplec tidy. 
efin&m 6X For a Petri net N, a marking &% and a Presburger set A, let 
T(N,i&4)=(a[%-+“M in N and MEA}. 
Corollary 6.8, Given an I&eversible Petri net N, an Ii?‘-reversible Petri net N’ and 
two Presburger sets A and A ‘, it is decidable whether T(N3 A& A ) = T(N’, fi’, A ‘) or 
not. 
Proof, T(N9 I\;i, A) is empty, if and only if &&(I@) n A is empty, which is 
decidable,, Hence we may assume without loss of generality that both T(N, I@, A) 
and T(N’, I\;i’, A ‘) are not empty. Since W is .&reversible and T(N, I@, A ) # 0, then 
for any w in T(N, I’@) there is a firing sectuence 1cr7 in T(N, a, A). This holds for N’ 
similarly. Thus if TI[N, a) # T( N’, fi’), then T( N, I@, A ) # T( N’, I@‘, A ‘). Assume 
that T(N, fi) = T(.N’, I@‘). Then T(N, a, A) = T(N’, I@‘, A’) if and only if 
M E A e M’E A’ for any (M, M’) in RNxNO ((a, a’)). The latter is represented 
by a Presburger sentence, that is, its truth is decidable. III 
nitiosl 6.9. For two markings I@, Ii?’ and two Petri nets N = (I& Z, F, S), 
N’ = (II’, Z’, F’, a’), the pair (N, I@) is said to be f-equivalent o the pair (N’, a’)if 
and only if T(N, &f) = T(N', I'@'). The pair (N’, I%‘) is said to be a proper subpair of 
(N, I@) if the following conditions are satisfied. (1) IIt 2 Z7. (2) 2’ = 2. (3) 
l@‘(r)= l@(r), F’(r, t) = F(r, t) and B’(t, r) = B(t, r) for every place r in I7’ and 
every transition f in C ‘. 
Petri net N is said to be &%-irreducible if and only if there exists no 
f-equivalent pioper subpair (N’, A?‘) of (N, I@), 
The decision oblem to decide whether, given a Petri net N and marking 
-irreducible or not if; equivalent o the reachability problem in 
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M’-reversible, then T(lV, M) # T(N’, M’). Otherwise, by Theorem 6.6, decide 
whether T(N, M) = T(N’, M’) or not. Repeat the process above. Cl 
ppendix 
For :simplicity, let G = G(fi, fi, I). Let N = (Ii?, 2, F, B) be a Petri net. Petri net 
d = (n, 2, F’, S’) is said to be the reversed Petri net of if F’(t) = B(r) and 
B’(t) = F(t) for every transition t in rC. For a quasi-marking M, let B(M) = 
{i 1 Mi # o}. For I’ c B(M), let M[I’] be the quasi-marking such that M[I’]i = Mj 
for i E I’ and A4[1’], = o for i $E I’. For a quasi-marking M such that I C IB(M) 
and a node v in G, let S(M, v) = {AI’ 1 34’ is a marking, M: = Mi for i E IB(M) and 
Q&G, v, M’, v) is true}. 
(XI). Given a quasi-marking M such that I C B(M) and a no& v in G, if is - 
decidable whether S(M, v) is empty or not. 
Proof. If node II does not cover A4 in G, then S(M, v) is empty. Suppose that node 
v covers M and is labelled L. 
(1) Suppose that I = B(M). Then we will show that S(M, v) is not empty if and 
only if there is a path ar from the node v to itself in G such that pi(a) = 0 for every 
i E I, and pi(a) > 0 for every i E I. By Lemma 3.18, it is decidable whether there 
exists such a path. The “only if” part follows immediately from the definition of 
S(M, v). Suppose that there exists such a path. Then we can obtain such a path a! 
effectively. Let ’ be the marking such that Mi = Mi for i EZ I and M: = p(a) for 
i @ I. Then fo8- any positive integer K, there is a marking M” s&h that 
MI +l(a)K+l M” and M”E A& K). Then M’ belongs to S(M, v). 
hat I C IB(M). If S(M[I], ) v is empty, then S(M, v) is empty. 
Assume that S(M[I], v) is no, npty. Then we will show that S(M, v) is not empr 
if and only if there is a path cy from the root no e to a node covering [I] in G( 
such that !(a) belongs to E, where E = {o 1 CT is the label sequence of a path from 
the node v to itt;elf in G}. The “only i part follows immediaitely from the proof of 
Lemma 3.20 and the definition of S( v). Suppose that there exists such a path. 
3.20 there is a path p from the root node to itself in 
(M)- I and pi(p) = 
v) is not empty. Cl 
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(X2). m ({M’ 1 QdG, v, M’, t;l is true}) can be obtained effectively. ) 
Proof. We consider a quasi-marking M such that Mi = Li for i E I, wtiere L is the 
label of node v. Since it is decidable whether S(M, v) is empty or not by (Xl), we 
shali prove the following proposit,ion by induction on n = 1 I7 I- 1 II3 (M) 1. 
Proposition A.1. Suppose th.at S(M, v) is not empty. 
(i) A marking in S(M, v) . . ,zn be obtained efectively. 
(ii) w1 (S( M, v)) ccn be obtained efectively. 
The proposition is true for n = 8 since it is decidable by Lemma 3.20 whether 
a,iu(G, v, M, 11) is true or not. Suppose that the proposition is true for n = j - 1 and 
consider the case of n = j ,%nd assume that S(P, d ti) is not empty. For the proof of 
(i), choose a positive integer I in {1,2,. . . , 1 II I> - ID(M). Decide whether S(M’, v) 
is empty or not, where M’r = 0, M: = &f* for i E IB(M) and M: = O.I for other i. If 
so, decide whether S(M”, v) is empty or not, where M’l= 1, M’i = Mi for 
iEIB/M) and My= o for other i, Repeat the process above until we find a 
nonnegative integer k for which S(M”‘, v) is not empty, where M’:) = k, M’: = &fi 
for i E IB(M) and M’y = cc;, for other i. By the induction hypothesis, a mark;ing & 
in S(M”‘, v) c S(M, v) can be obtained. For the proof of (ii), note that 
m(S(M, v))= m((&} U{M’[ M’# A& M’E S(M, v)}) (Al) 
{M’[M’#,t;l,M’ES(M,v)}= hf U S(M’&$ v) (A2) 
iE{l.Z...., /iI I}-[B(M) OSk <n;li 
where &fik*i) z k, Mfkvi) = MI for Y E IB(M) and M(rk*“= w for other 1. By the 
induction hypothesis, m (S ( Mtk* i)7 v)) can be obtained effectively. By eq. (Al) and 
(A2), m(S(M 4) can be obtained effectively. 
Consequently, in the case of n =II7/-lI(, we can obtain 
m({M' f QFW(G, v, M’, v) is true}): 0 
The proofs above are done for QR,,, but it holds for QsW similarly. 
1 Q,, (G, v, M, v) 1s true} is a Presburger set. 
{M 1 QFJE, v, M, v) is true} and S2 = {M 1 (42, v, M, v) is true}. 
For two mark.ings M and M such that M’ 2 M and M: = for every i in I, if 
C, v, M, t) is true, then QFo(G, v, M’, v) is true. Thus SI = {M’l M’a M an 
resburger set. Similarly, 
= S1 I7 S2 is a 
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